with the tuning of inhibitory inputs being considerably broader than excitatory inputs (Wö rgö tter and Koch, and Lawrence C. Katz* 1991; Berman et al., 1991 Berman et al., , 1992 Somers et al., 1995) .
Introduction not be determined, nor could the contributions of polysynaptic connections be controlled. Moreover, the samWithin layers 2 and 3 of mammalian striate cortex, orienpling of inputs onto a single cell was restricted to a tation selectivity is represented continuously across the relatively small region, and the very local inputs could cortical surface, with groups of neurons sharing similar not be directly assessed. orientation preference spaced at roughly 1 mm intervals
To test the predictions of existing models for the role Wiesel, 1962, 1974; Blasdel and Salama, 1986;  of local connections in orientation selectivity, and to Ts'o et al., 1990) . Recent in vivo experiments indicate overcome the limitations of our previous work, we used that the generation of orientation selectivity in layer 4 intrinsic signal imaging to determine the pattern of orienof visual cortex relies primarily on the pattern of thalamic tation columns in the intact brain and then prepared inputs (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Chapman et al., 1991;  brain slices in which the orientation selectivity of neu Ferster, 1992; Reid and Alonso, 1995; Ferster et al., 1996) rons could be determined by referencing the in vivo and conforms to a "feedforward" model of orientation optical map (Weliky et al., 1995) . Subsequently, wholeselectivity. In this model, local cortical circuits (which cell patch-clamp recording and scanning laser photocomprise the bulk of synaptic inputs onto cortical cells) stimulation Katz and Dalva, 1994) serve to preserve and convey the orientation selectivity were used to record from neurons of known orientation generated in layer 4 to other layers. Alternative models preference and to map the pattern of monosynaptic inhibitory and excitatory synaptic inputs converging invoke local cortical circuits to generate orientation seonto these neurons. We find that the organization of lectivity (reviewed by Martin, 1988) . Cross-orientation inhibitory inputs is inconsistent with the cross-inhibition models propose that connections between inhibitory model for orientation selectivity, and that the patterns neurons and excitatory neurons with orthogonal orientaof excitatory and inhibitory inputs are most consistent tion preferences sculpt the pattern of orientation selecwith feedforward or, to a lesser extent, recurrent models tivity (Sillito, 1979; Sillito et al., 1980; Heggelund, 1981) , for the generation or sharpening of orientation selecwhile recurrent models require that excitatory and intivity. hibitory inputs share similar orientation preferences, of orientation columns in one hemisphere of the primary Recordings of the result of photostimulation at three different sites in a cortical brain slice. Each of the three sites was stimulated at least five times at Ϫ65 mV and at Ϫ20 mV. Site 1 generated primarily or exclusively monosynaptic inhibitory inputs (reversed at Ϫ20 mV), while photostimulation at site 2 generated both excitatory and inhibitory inputs (note the downward deflections, which persist at Ϫ20 mV). Photostimulation at site 3 generated an excitatory input to the recorded neuron (no reversal at Ϫ20 mV). At depolarized holding potentials (Ϫ30 to Ϫ15 mV), cells were stable and could be maintained for up to 2 hr.
reversed (Ϫ10 mV to Ϫ30 mV; Figure 2 ; Katz and Dalva, 1994) . These reversing currents were blocked by internal solutions containing picrotoxin (Nelson et al., 1994) , con- mined, along with the relationship of these inputs to the
The imaged portion of visual cortex was removed and tangential pattern of orientation selectivity. slices made. Slices were then placed in a recording chamber for whole-cell recordings (C). Cells were stimulated using scanning laser photostimulation (E) and filled with biocytin for subsequent iden- puts onto single pyramidal neurons had similar relationships to the pattern of orientation domains (Figures 3  and 4 ). In the immediate vicinity of the cell bodies (within visual cortex of two young ferrets, both Ͼ50 days old. a 250 m radius), numerous excitatory inputs were After the imaging was completed, injections of red fluoevoked with photostimulation; more than half of the total rescent latex microspheres were made to serve as fidunumber of EPSCs arose from this region (55% Ϯ 4%; cial marks for subsequent alignment of the in vitro phon ϭ 12 cells from imaged slices, n ϭ 16 cells from slices tostimulation and in vivo functional maps. The imaged not imaged). Likewise, most inhibitory inputs originated hemispheres were then removed and tangential brain from within a 250 m radius and almost all from within slices prepared from the imaged regions (Figure 1 ). Staa 500 m radius (66% Ϯ 4% within 250 m and 93% Ϯ ble recordings and photostimulation mapping were ac-2% within 500 m; n ϭ 9 cells from imaged slices, n ϭ 14 complished on a total of 12 cells from the imaged slices.
Organization of Excitatory and Inhibitory Inputs
cells from slices not imaged). Excitatory and inhibitory In addition, 16 recordings were made from brain slices inputs formed roughly circular patterns around the reprepared from four animals in which imaging was not corded cells. Since the regions within this radius generdone.
ally had orientation preferences similar to the recorded Neurons in the whole-cell patch configuration were neurons, pyramidal neurons received the bulk of their dialyzed with an internal solution containing 3 mM chlolocal circuitry inputs-both excitatory and inhibitoryride (Cl Ϫ ) to make the Cl Ϫ reversal potential equivalent from other neurons located within regions with similar for each recorded neuron (‫ف‬Ϫ40 mV). Monosynaptic orientation preference (none of the neurons recorded in inhibitory and excitatory synaptic inputs were discrimithe imaged slices was located in the immediate vicinity nated by holding the cells at membrane potentials at of an orientation pinwheel center; Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1993). which inhibitory currents, but not excitatory currents, direct inhibitory inputs rarely arose from distances Ͼ500 m from the recorded neurons (Figure 3) .
In ferrets, the mean distance from a region of one orientation preference to the nearest orthogonal orientation domain is about 450 m (Weliky et al., 1995) . As most inputs originated from within 250 m of the recorded cells, few inhibitory (or excitatory) inputs would be likely to arise from regions with orientation selectivities orthogonal to those of the recorded neurons. Thus, based on spatial considerations alone, even without knowing the organization of the specific orientation map, most inhibitory inputs probably arise from regions with orientation selectivities similar to those of the recorded neurons, and not from regions with orthogonal orientation preferences. This impression was confirmed with the quantitative analyses detailed in the following sections.
Spatial Relationships between Excitatory and Inhibitory Inputs
To visualize the relationships between the patterns of EPSCs and IPSCs converging onto individual neurons, composite maps were constructed in which sites were coded as generating exclusively excitatory or inhibitory inputs, or a mixture of both (Figure 4) . In some cases, the maps of excitatory and inhibitory inputs onto single cells exhibited considerable organization, with a "core" tances (e.g., Figure 4E ). that excitatory and inhibitory inputs do appear to have a defined spatial relationship to one another that is conAt Ͼ500 m from the cell bodies of recorded neurons sistent with that predicted by several models and with (n ϭ 12 from two animals, all pyramidal cells), patches that observed in other in vitro studies (Hirsch and Gilbert, of excitatory synaptic inputs arose from regions with 1991). orientation selectivity similar to that of the recorded neurons ( Figure 4 ; see below for analysis). These patchy patterns of excitatory inputs are consistent with the anaExcitatory and Inhibitory Inputs Have Similar Orientation Tuning tomical pattern of clustered horizontal projections that reciprocally link iso-orientation regions in striate cortex To assess the relationship between orientation domains and the patterns of synaptic inputs, we constructed (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989; Malach et al., 1993) and are similar to patterns observed previously with photostimu-"tuning histograms" of excitatory and inhibitory inputs onto recorded neurons. These histograms show the diflation and electrical stimulation (Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; Weliky et al., 1995) . In contrast, ference between the orientation tuning of the recorded Images follow the same conventions as in Figure 3 , except that sites are coded simply as to whether they gave rise to excitatory inputs only (red squares), inhibitory inputs only (blue squares), or both (green squares).
(A and B) These neurons had both local and long-range inputs. Almost all inhibitory inputs were confined to a region Ͻ200 m from the cell body. In addition, these neurons had clusters of excitatory inputs (arrowheads) arising from regions with similar orientation preferences.
(C-E) In these maps, a "ring" of inhibitory inputs (blue squares) derived from all orientations surrounds the most local inputs, which themselves are derived from all orientations and consist of a mixture of excitatory and inhibitory inputs. These cells had a few long-range excitatory horizontal inputs (red squares), but these were not organized into obvious clusters. The maps consist of 954, 1454, 1317, 1437, and 1160 points (A-E) covering 2.0, 2.8, 1.2, 2.4, and 1.8 mm 2 , respectively. Scale bar, 1 mm. cells and their synaptic inputs. The orientation preferof Ͻ9Њ; Figure 7A ) and ‫%07ف‬ of all inputs originated ence of each synaptic input to a given cell was defrom regions with orientation differences of Ͻ18Њ. At the termined by reference to the orientation map, and the same distance, the tuning histogram of inhibitory inputs absolute value of the difference between the input's was slightly broader but exhibited a clear peak centered orientation and that of the recorded neuron was calcuat the iso-orientation position ( Figure 6D ); ‫%06ف‬ of inlated. The data from all neurons recorded in mapped hibitory inputs originated from regions with Ͻ18Њ oriencortices were pooled (n ϭ 12 maps of excitatory inputs, tation difference. Less than 20% of inhibitory or excitn ϭ 9 maps of inhibitory inputs). Values near 0Њ orientaatory inputs arose from regions whose orientations tion difference indicate that the inputs arose from rediffered more than 27Њ from the tuning of the recorded gions with orientation selectivity similar to that of the neurons. recorded neurons; values near 90Њ indicate inputs arising from regions with orthogonal orientation preferences.
Recurrent models for orientation selectivity invoke well-tuned local excitation and local inhibition with considerably broader orientation tuning (Wö rgö tter and Koch, 1991; Berman et al., 1991; Somers et al., 1995) . Consequently, we examined EPSC and IPSC tuning histograms of all inputs, of inputs arising from within 200 m (where primarily similar orientations are represented), of inputs arising from an annulus between 200 and 500 m from the recorded neurons, and of inputs arising from Ͼ500 m from the recorded cells.
Although the tuning histogram for all EPSCs was slighty sharper than that of all IPSCs (Figure 6 ), this difference was not statistically significant. In neither case did substantial numbers of inputs originate from regions with orientation preferences at or nearly orthogonal to those of recorded neurons (orientation differences of 63Њ-90Њ: excitation, ‫;%8ف‬ inhibition, ‫.)%7ف‬ Moreover, in both cases, ‫%07ف‬ of both excitatory and inhibitory inputs arose from regions with orientation dif- from almost all orientations except for orthogonal, and (H) As distance from the site of the recorded neurons increases, the they did not form a clear peak ( Figure 7F ; however, as histogram is less peaked around 0Њ; the histogram derived from simulated data is not different from that derived from actual EPSCs only a few IPSCs arose Ͼ500 m, the significance of this originating at these distances (B).
arrangement is unclear). In contrast, excitatory inputs horizontal projections. At these longer distances, a substantial number of excitatory inputs arose from regions tuned to orientations differing more than 45Њ from the orientation of the recorded neurons. Although some of these inputs may have resulted from spontaneous neuimaged region enabled us to record from a substantial sample of neurons and to relate their patterns of input ronal activity or nonoptimal alignment of in vivo and in vitro maps, they suggest that longer range excitatory to the functional architecture of visual cortex. By mapping the pattern of orientation selectivity prior to in vitro inputs do not derive exclusively from iso-orientation regions.
photostimulation, we related these maps to the functional organization of orientation selectivity, something impossible using either in vitro or in vivo approaches The Shapes of Input Tuning Histograms Reflect The Tuning of the Map of Orientation alone. As few direct inhibitory inputs arose from regions with orthogonal or nearly orthogonal orientation selecThe observed patterns of excitatory and inhibitory inputs at various distances from the cell body could either tivity, the pattern of inhibitory connections was inconsistent with cross-orientation models for the generation of result from specific arrangements of connections or reflect patterns derived simply from the spatially ordered orientation selectivity. Although there is a weak trend for inhibitory inputs to be more broadly tuned than excitpattern of orientation columns. To distinguish between these possibilities, the experimentally derived data were atory inputs, as predicted by recurrent circuitry models, the difference in the shape of the tuning curves is considcompared to simulated data consisting of computergenerated maps of "synaptic events" spaced at 50 m erably less than that required by such models (Berman et al., 1992; Somers et al., 1995) . The "Mexican hat" intervals within a 1000 m radius of each recorded neuron. Using this template of evenly distributed inputs, an organization of inhibition and excitation ( Figure 5 ) is most consistent with the predictions of feedforward orientation tuning histogram of "inputs" derived from the region of cortex surrounding each recorded neuron models (Miller, 1994) , and the shapes of the tuning curves are most consistent with those obtained in vivo was determined. Since the simulated events were evenly spaced, peaks evident in these histograms reflect the by Ferster (1986) . inherent tuning of orientation preference based on distance and location alone, rather than tuning based on Excitation and Orientation Columns specific patterns of synaptic connections.
As expected from the previously described anatomical Histograms of both actual and simulated inputs had organization of horizontal connections, long-range exprominent peaks around 0Њ, and in general the organizacitatory synaptic inputs originated primarily, although tion of excitatory inputs reflected that expected from not exclusively, from iso-orientation domains, as we obthe underlying map of orientation selectivity. Actual exserved previously (Weliky et al., 1995) . Although anatomcitatory inputs generated by photostimulation within 200 ical and electrophysiological cross-correlation studies m of the recorded neurons were no more sharply tuned have emphasized the notion of "like-to-like" connectivity than the simulated tuning histograms derived from the (Ts'o et al., 1986; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989) , increasing same regions (Figures 7A and 7G; 2 test, p Ͻ 0.10). evidence suggests that at least some portion of lateral Likewise, in the annulus between 200 m and 500 m, connectivity derives from regions of considerably broader there was no statistically significant difference between orientation specificity. Tuning curves of bouton distributhe tuning of the map and the tuning of the actual inputs tions resulting from small tracer injections in tree shrew (Figures 7B and 7H; p Ͻ 0.3) .
striate cortex have shown that some 40% of boutons The pattern of local (Ͻ200 m radius) inhibitory inputs at distances Ͼ500 m are formed in regions whose was also indistinguishable from the pattern expected orientions differ by Ͼ35Њ from that of the injection site from the simulation (Figures 7D and 7G ). As the radius (Bosking et al., 1997) , similar to the organization we of the region used to determine the tuning histogram observed physiologically. In addition, local excitatory around the recorded neuron was expanded, the tuning inputs (those within ‫002ف‬ m of the recorded neuron) histograms remained similar to those predicted from the shared the preference of the recorded neuron. Previous simulation.
anatomical efforts to resolve these very local patterns The actual tuning of excitatory inputs located at disof connection have been complicated by labeling of tances Ͼ500 m from the recorded neurons was signifiaxons of passage and in the labeling of both excitatory cantly better than that derived from simulated data (Fig- and inhibitory neurons (Callaway and Katz, 1990 ; Albus ures 7C and 7I; 2 test, p Ͻ 0.05). This difference was and Wahle, 1994; Bosking et al., 1997). Our results sugdue primarily to the presence of many more actual inputs gest that the excitatory inputs among these local conarising from regions with tuning close to that of the renections link neurons with similar orientation prefercorded neurons; these presumably derived from longerences, consistent with the findings of cross-correlation range horizontal connections that were orientation spestudies in vivo (Ts'o et al., 1986) . The overall tuning of cific. The distribution of IPSCs was also significantly
EPSCs to values close to the preferred orientation of a different from the simulation (Figures 7F and 7I; 2 test, given neuron is consistent both with the tuning of EPSCs p Ͻ 0.01), but in this case, the tuning histogram of the observed by Ferster (1986) and that predicted by the simulated PSCs was better tuned than the tuning of the recurrent model of Somers et al. (1995) . actual inputs. This is probably due, at least in part, to the paucity of inhibitory inputs arising from Ͼ500 m.
Inhibition and Orientation Columns
The relationship between the pattern of orientation colDiscussion umns and the pattern of inhibitory inputs indicates that overall tuning of inhibition is strongly biased toward Using optical imaging to determine the orientation selectivity of neurons in vivo and then making slices from the similar and not orthogonal or even flanking orientations.
Inhibitory inputs formed a 200-300 m radius disk In other species, the distance to cross-orientation rearound the recorded neurons, with inhibitory inputs arisgions can be much less. For instance in the macaque ing from all nearby orientation domains. The tuning hismonkey, the average distance to the nearest cross-oritogram of inhibitory inputs reflects the pattern of orientaentation domain is ‫003ف‬ m (Obermayer and Blasdel, tion selectivity within the regions of dense inhibitory 1993). If the region covered by inhibitory axons in the inputs. This tuning histogram matches the tuning obmacaque remains ‫003ف‬ m, considerably more inhibiserved in vivo (Ferster, 1986) and differs considerably tion might arise from cross-orientation domains than in from the broader orientation tuning predicted by Somers the ferret (Kritzer et al., 1992; Lund and Lewis, 1993; . The pattern clearly does not support cross- Levitt et al., 1996) . orientation inhibition models for orientation tuning. Ferster et al. (1996) recently demonstrated that subThe observed pattern of inhibitory synaptic inputs is stantially weakening the contribution of intrinsic circuits, also consistent with the anatomical organization of axoby cooling the cortex, leaves the orientation selectivity nal collaterals of inhibitory neurons found within layers of neurons in layer 4 of cat striate cortex unaffected. Our 2, 3, and 5 (Kisvarday et al., 1985; Somogyi and Soltesz, results do not directly address the question of whether 1986; Fitzpatrick et al., 1987; Beaulieu and Somogyi, intrinsic cortical circuitry is required to initially generate 1990; Kisvarday et al., 1990 Kisvarday et al., , 1993 . Most of these form orientation selectivity, especially since the connections dense local arbors (diameter, Ͻ300 m) with little evifrom deeper layers were severed in our tangential slices. dence for patches of terminals. The axon arbors of large Inhibition (and other intrinsic connections) might not basket neurons, a population of long-range projecting generate orientation selectivity de novo but might refine inhibitory interneurons, are also not specifically related it (Fitzpatrick, 1996) . In the cat and ferret, neurons are to the pattern of orientation domains (Kisvarday et al., more sharply tuned to oriented lines in layers 2 and 3 1994) and do not form synaptic boutons preferentially than in layer 4 (Chapman and Stryker, 1993 ; Weliky and in either cross-orientation or iso-orientation domains Katz, 1997) . Recent findings in macaques (Ringach et (Kisvarday and Eysel, 1993) . The relationship between al., 1997) analyzing the temporal evolution of orientation other types of inhibitory interneurons and orientation tuning also demonstrate that orientation tuning in layers domains has not been extensively examined, but the 2 and 3 sharpens over time, implicating local circuits in patterns of their axonal collatorals are consistent with the refinement of orientation tuning. Several computaour findings that inhibition does not arise from particular tional models demonstrate that sharply tuned intracortiorientation domains.
cal excitatory inputs and more broadly tuned inhibitory There are a few substantial caveats to our concluinputs can produce highly orientation-selective units, sions. First, the complete neuronal network found in the when the tuning of thalamic inputs is broad (Wö rgö tter intact system is obviously not present in slices. Not only and Koch, 1991; Berman et al., 1991; Somers et al. , are the normal sensory inputs absent, but in tangential 1995). In these models, broadly tuned intracortical inhibbrain slices vertical connections between cortical layers itory inputs dampen the responses of broadly tuned are lost, and these have been implicated in vivo in the thalamic excitatory inputs and result in well-tuned cortigeneration of specific response properties (Hubel and cal units. We observed well-tuned intracortical excitWiesel, 1977; Bolz and Gilbert, 1986 ). While we have atory inputs, but the aggregate of inhibitory inputs onto not carefully studied the patterns of vertical inputs onto upper-layer neurons has similarly precise tuning. Within upper layer neurons in brain slices in which these conlayers 2 and 3, therefore, the organization of intrinsic nections remain intact, preliminary results in coronal neuronal circuitry required by these models is not obvislices indicate that the inhibitory connections originate ously present, although the dynamics of cortical reprimarily from neurons located within layers 2 and 3 and sponses could conceivably select the more broadly not from neurons residing in lower layers (M. B. D. and tuned components of the observed maps. L. C. K., unpublished data).
Although we mapped patterns of excitatory and inhibi-
Experimental Procedures
tory inputs, two forms of synaptic transmission were not mapped: second messenger-mediated currents and
Intrinsic Signal Imaging
shunting inhibition. Metabotropic systems would be dif-
The methods and acquisition protocols for optical imaging have ficult to detect using our technique, as whole-cell patch-described methods (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1993) . For each pixel, on monitoring zero crossings in the derivative and the amplitude, rise time, and decay time of the event). Inhibitory and excitatory the orientation preference is coded according to color (see Figure  3) . Small reference injections of fluorescent red latex microspheres events were discriminated by the sign of the rising phase of the derivative and by amplitude. The program recorded the times at (Lumafluor, Naples, FL) were made into several locations throughout the mapped area with a glass pipette and a Picospritzer II (General which events occurred, the number of events, and the location of the stimulus. A second program was then used to score whether Valve, Fairfield, NJ). The locations of the injections were recorded using a video camera. After deeply anesthetizing the animal with a given location produced inhibitory responses only, a mixture of inhibitory and excitatory responses, or excitatory responses only. Nembutal (100 mg/kg, intraperitoneally) a large block of occipital cortex containing the mapped region was removed, and tangential Plots of the number of synaptic events and the sign of events occurring within 70 ms of the laser flash at each mapped location were slices of the imaged portion were made. made using Transform (Spyglass). The ratio of inhibition to excitation ( Figure 5 ) was calculated by Slice Preparation and Photostimulation passing a 100 m ϫ 100 m window over the photostimulation Slices were prepared using methods previously described (Weliky maps of the sign and number of synaptic events. Within the window, et al., 1995). Briefly, animals were deeply anesthetized with Nembuthe total number of inhibitory and excitatory inputs was counted, and tal (100 mg/kg, intraperitoneally). A portion of the brain containing their ratio was determined. In the windows in which only inhibitory or the visual cortex was removed and placed in chilled sucroseexcitatory inputs were present, the 0 in the numerator or denominaartificial cerebrospinal fluid (Sucrose-ACSF, 248 mM sucrose, 5 mM tor was replaced with a value of 0.01. The ratio values were then KCl, 1.25 KH2PO4, 1.3 MgSO4, 2.1 mM CaCl2, 26 mM NaHCO3, and converted to a log scale, in which values Ͼ2.0 indicate the presence 10 mM dextrose; Aghajanian and Rasmussen, 1989) . The visual of exclusively excitatory inputs, and values ϽϪ2.0 indicate the prescortex was sectioned into 350 m thick tangential slices using a ence of inhibitory inputs only. The range of log values was converted Vibratome. To ensure that only layers 2 and 3 were studied, only to 1-255, with a value of 128 representing a ratio of 1 (equal inhibition the first section was used. Slices were maintained in an interface and excitation). The maps of the ratio of inhibition to excitation were chamber heated to ‫33ف‬ЊC. After ‫54ف‬ min, the sucrose-ACSF was compressed, so that angular information was disregarded to form removed and replaced with normal ACSF (NaCl-ACSF, 124 mM the graph. NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM KH 2 PO 4 , 1.3 mM MgSO 4 , 2.1 mM CaCl 2 , 26
Additional analyses were carried out to determine the input tuning mM NaHCO3, and 10 mM dextrose). Following at least one additional histograms and to generate the simulated tuning histograms. Maps hour of recovery, slices were transferred to the recording chamber.
of the locations generating inhibitory and excitatory inputs were aligned with the optical maps of orientation domains based on the Photostimulation fiducial marks (see Figure 1 ). Using custom software and these The method for scanning laser photostimulation has been described aligned input maps, the orientation selectivity of each site generating in detail elsewhere . Briefly, a brain slice was an inhibitory or excitatory input was determined for each recorded placed in a small recording chamber with a glass coverslip bottom.
neuron. Since each pixel of the optical map was 12.5 m ϫ 12.5 The shuttered beam of a continuous wave UV argon laser was fom, and the photostimulation maps were made at 50 m resolution, cused to a small spot (diameter, ‫01ف‬ m) within the brain slice we averaged orientation selectivity within a 4 ϫ 4 pixel region of through a microscope objective located beneath the brain slice.
the optical maps. The distribution of orientations that generated The beam was moved using a computer controlled x,y,z translation inputs were normalized by setting the orientation of the recorded stage. ACSF containing 250 m CNB-caged glutamate (Molecular neuron to 0Њ and summing the data from all cells. These data were Probes) was continuously recirculated to maintain the slice and to used to calculate the 2 of the distributions. The data were then allow stimulation of neurons within the slice. Each location was expressed as percent of total number of inputs and plotted. Another stimulated with a brief (5-10 ms) light flash. Synaptic responses program was used to calculate the tuning of inputs within the various were monitored using conventional tight-seal whole-cell recording distances described in Figures 6 and 7; distance from the recorded techniques (Blanton et al., 1989) . Electrodes (5-9 M⍀) were filled neuron was calculated and events binned accordingly. Simulated with a standard internal solution (120 mM CsOH, 120 mM D-gluconic tuning histograms were generated by pseudo-randomly placing an acid, 10 mM CsCl, 11 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl 2 , 1 mM CaCl 2 , 10 even distribution of inputs onto each optical map 1000 times and mM HEPES, 3 mM ATP, and 1.8 mM GTP [pH ϭ 7.2]) containing calculating the tuning of inputs at the different distances. 0.1%-0.4% biocytin (Sigma). The response to each stimulus and the location of the stimulated site were recorded and analyzed using custom software.
